Protein redesign methods aim to improve a desired property by carefully selecting mutations in relevant regions guided by protein structure. However, often protein structural requirements underlying biological characteristics are not well understood. Here, we introduce a methodology that learns relevant mutations from a set of proteins that have the desired property and demonstrate it by successfully improving production levels of two enzymes by Aspergillus niger, a relevant host organism for industrial enzyme production. We validated our method on two enzymes, an esterase and an inulinase, creating four redesigns with 5 -45 mutations. Up to 10-fold increase in production was obtained with preserved enzyme activity for small numbers of mutations, whereas production levels and activities dropped for too aggressive redesigns. Our results demonstrate the feasibility of protein redesign by learning. Such an approach has great potential for improving production levels of many industrial enzymes and could potentially be employed for other design goals.
Introduction
Proteins are engineered to enhance structural characteristics or to confer new interactions or catalytic functions, with industrial applications in the manufacturing of pharmaceuticals, the processing of food, the composition of detergents, the production of bioplastics and biofuels and in the bioremediation of waste streams (Turanli-Yildiz et al., 2012) . For the production of industrial enzymes, redesign becomes more and more adopted as an essential tool for attaining economically relevant rates and yields in setting up production processes of high-value proteins (Kirk et al., 2002; van Beilen and Li, 2002) . Next to optimization of transcription and translation, e.g. by applying strong and inducible promoters and codon optimization, proteins are redesigned to optimize signal sequences, add N-and C-terminal (solubility) tags, create fusion proteins or co-express with foldases (Lubertozzi and Keasling, 2009 ). More recently, there is a growing interest in applying protein redesign for changing properties of the enzyme itself, e.g. to enhance catalytic activity, (thermo)-stability or solubility. In this work, we used a novel protein redesign-by-learning strategy to enhance enzyme production levels.
Over the last decades, protein engineering has moved from the use of directed evolution where large libraries are screened to rational protein (re)design using computational methods (Hellinga, 1997; Pantazes et al., 2011; Damborsky and Brezovsky, 2014) . Proteins have been computationally redesigned to improve folding and stability (Gribenko et al., 2009; Tian et al., 2010; Joo et al., 2011; Wijma et al., 2014) , to change binding affinity and specificity (Huang et al., 2007; Fleishman et al., 2011; Kapp et al., 2012; Whitehead et al., 2012) and even to construct novel enzymatic activities (Röthlisberger et al., 2008; Siegel et al., 2010; Privett et al., 2012) . Redesign methods often start off with a desired backbone and use an energy function to find a corresponding sequence with optimal free energy. This search space is very large and hard to explore using existing search methods (Samish et al., 2011) . Rational design approaches therefore usually exploit known relationships between a protein' structure and physicochemical properties to target a limited number of residues. For example, Gribenko et al. specifically targeted charge -charge interactions on a protein' surface based on the knowledge that optimization of these interactions could enhance its stability (Gribenko et al., 2009) . Tian et al. targeted glycine-to-proline substitutions in flexible regions, as decreasing conformational entropy is thought to lead to increased stability (Tian et al., 2010) . In these cases, targeting a limited number of residues for redesign has the advantage that computationally expensive modeling techniques can be employed to guide the redesign.
In previous work (van den Berg et al., 2012) , we observed a relation between a global sequence property, the amino acid composition and high-level production of extracellular proteins by Aspergillus niger, a relevant host for industrial enzyme production (Pel et al., 2007) . Mechanisms by which a protein's characteristic amino acid composition could affect production and secretion processes are unknown, so we cannot target specific structural regions. As a result, the number of possible mutations to consider is enormous, rendering the application of computationally expensive optimization methods infeasible. However, given a sufficient number of examples, it is possible to learn global sequence-activity models (Jonsson et al., 1993) that can then be used to guide protein redesign. Such approaches were successfully applied for improving thermostability (Romero et al., 2013) and for removing T-cell epitopes (King et al., 2014) . Data sets sufficiently large to successfully train such models are increasingly available and can be successfully exploited (Zhou et al., 2008) .
Therefore, as an alternative to the use of energy functions, we propose a methodology that learns how to redesign proteins from examples (Fig. 1) . First, a predictor is learned from a large set of sequence-based measurements of example proteins, which is indicative of a protein property of interest. Next, this predictor is used as a criterion in an optimization scheme, which iteratively modifies sequences to achieve a certain desired or maximum value for the protein property of interest. We demonstrate this approach by successfully redesigning enzymes for improved production levels by A. niger.
Materials and methods

General approach
In earlier work, we studied sequence characteristics predictive for high-level production of extracellular proteins by A. niger (van den Berg et al., 2012) . Briefly, we exploited a large data set of fungal genes, over-expressed in A. niger and tested for high versus low (or no) extracellular protein production. Proteins were divided into classes S high and S low , respectively. Subsequently, we used machine learning algorithms to identify DNA and protein sequence features discriminating between these two classes. Extensive analyses indicated the protein amino acid composition to be most predictive: the aromatic amino acid and asparagine fractions are positively correlated with high-level production, the lysine fraction with low production ( Supplementary Fig. S1 , for more details, see van den Berg et al., 2012) . For the purpose of protein redesign, we trained a production-level classifier exploiting amino acid compositions of 345 tested A. niger genes (170 in S low and 175 in S high ).
The trained classifier (Fig. 2a) is capable of predicting highlevel production given an input protein sequence: the higher the classifier outcome, the higher the predicted probability of high-level production. This outcome is then used as a criterion for optimization. In essence, the classifier is 'inverted', allowing us to predict what sequence is most likely to result in a certain desired (maximum) production level. This is the core of our protein redesign-by-learning methodology (Fig. 2b) .
As the classifier is based on sequence data only, optimization of this objective alone is likely to lead to proteins that lose structure, stability or function. Consequently, we use additional constraints in the optimization that prevent the redesigned sequence deviating from these aspects. The final protein redesign strategy thus optimizes a combination of multiple objectives. Next to optimizing the classifier output (Fig. 3a) , a multiple sequence alignment with highly similar proteins is used to avoid mutations at conserved positions (Fig. 3b) . Furthermore, mutations in the protein core and in the vicinity of active sites are not allowed (Fig. 3e) , based on the assumption that these have high risk of affecting function. Finally, the difference between the amino acid composition of the redesigned protein and the average S high amino acid composition is minimized (Fig. 3c) . This avoids repeatedly selecting the same amino acid substitution, which could result in a skewed amino acid composition.
Production-level classifier
We set up a support vector machine classifier based on the experience gained in previous work (van den Berg et al., 2012) and trained it to discriminate between genes for which over-expression resulted in low and high production levels, respectively. The DSM industrial strain used as a host for over-expression of enzymes in A. niger is a protease and amylase reduced strain derived from DS03043. A standard expression unit was used for targeted integration of desired genes between the host-own glucoamylase promoter and terminator elements in a proprietary Escherichia coli vector (van Dijck et al., 2003) . After growing the cultures in shake flask fermentations, extracellular medium was filtered and protein concentrations were measured using sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). SDS-PAGE was used to evaluate successful high-level production, the label high level was assigned to genes resulting in a visible band, and the label low level was assigned to the remainder. For more details, see van den Berg et al. (2012) .
Since we aimed for redesigning a host-own protein, a classifier was trained using a set of A. niger genes tested for homologous over-expression. We only selected proteins that were expected to be secreted, based on the predicted presence of signal peptides and no ER-retention signals nor transmembrane helices. Signal peptide presence and signal peptide cleavage sites were predicted with SignalP 3.0 (Bendtsen Fig. 1 . Protein redesign by learning: a sequence-based predictor is trained on a large set of example proteins with known property and then used as a criterion in a search algorithm that optimizes the desired property. Additional objectives and constraints are required to account for protein structure.
Fig. 2.
Redesigning proteins for improved production levels. (a) A classifier is trained to discriminate between two protein classes S low and S high , in our case a set of proteins that has low production levels and a set that has high production levels. (b) When redesigning a protein, the trained classifier is used as an objective in order to find mutations that moves the classification outcome of the wild-type protein toward the target classification outcome. Additional objectives prevent mutating conserved residues and too much deviation from the average S high amino acid composition. Furthermore, structural constraints prevent mutating buried residues and residues near the active site. The overall fitness function. Each of the objectives is evaluated using a quadratic function with the target score positioned at the top of the parabola. Maximization of the sum of these function results in a combined optimization of the three objectives. (e) Predicted structure model with buried residues in white and residues near active sites in orange. Only blue residues are allowed to be mutated.
Protein redesign by learning from data et al., 2004), and transmembrane helices were predicted with TMHMM 2.0 (Krogh et al., 2001 ). To avoid a bias for sets with similar proteins, we used BLASTCLUST (Dondoshansky, 2002) to remove proteins that share .40% sequence identity over a length of 90% with any of the other proteins. This resulted in a set S of 345 proteins, split into 170 low-level proteins (S low ) and 175 high-level proteins (S high ). Both redesigned enzymes and their high-level paralogs were not in this set.
Using the amino acid sequences (excluding the signal peptide), optimal classification performance was obtained using the amino acid composition as features (van den Berg et al., 2012) . This resulted in an area under the receiver-operator characteristic curve of 0.83 (10-fold cross-validation), indicating good performance of the classifier. Analysis of the classifier provided the feature contribution weights w in Supplementary  Fig. S1 , in which negative and positive weights denote negative and positive contributions to predicted high-level production, respectively. The classification outcome for a protein sequence s is defined as:
where c s is the amino acid composition of s, i.e. a vector with the relative frequency of occurrences for the 20 amino acids, and b is a constant.
Design method
An overview of the design method is shown in Fig. 3 , in which wt denotes the wild-type protein (excluding signal peptide) to be redesigned. At the core is an algorithm to optimize multiple objectives: a classification objective (o cl ), a position frequency objective (o pf ) and an amino acid composition objective (o aa ) per amino acid (aa) in the amino acid alphabet (A). These objectives are combined into a single fitness function for a sequence (s) using:
Each objective is evaluated with quadratic functions of the form:
where h(s) is a specific score for sequence s, t is a preset target score, for which the function evaluates to 0 (top of the parabola, maximum fitness) and d is a scale parameter, the distance to the target score at which the objective evaluates to 21 (Fig. 3d) . The latter parameter is chosen for each objective individually and controls its relative contribution to the overall fitness function. In general, d is set such that the wild-type design evaluates to an objective function of 21. Classification objective o cl (s) uses the outcome of the classification function cl(s) as a score. We do not expect a continuing production-level increase when maximizing the classifier outcome without limits. Therefore, we set the target score t to 1.10, which is a little (0.2) above the average classification outcome of the proteins in S high . The distance d is set to the difference between the target and the wild-type classification outcome (Fig. 3a) .
Position frequency objective o pf (s) optimizes for mutations to amino acids that are often observed at the same position in highly similar proteins from other organisms. Protein similarity was assessed with BLAST using wt as query against the NCBI NR database, using default parameter settings. Only proteins with sequence identity i . 0.35 and coverage c . 0.9 were selected, assuming that their structures are comparable with wt. To avoid a bias due to multiple occurrences of the same sequence, redundant sequences (i . 0.9, c . 0.9) were filtered out using BLASTCLUST (Dondoshansky, 2002) . This resulted in redundancy-reduced sets of similar protein sequences H wt (Table S2) . A multiple sequence alignment was constructed for wt < H wt using Clustal V (Sievers et al., 2011) , in which all columns with a gap in wt were removed. Subsequently, a 20Âjwtj position frequency matrix was constructed, which is used for calculating position frequency scores pf(s) by taking the sum of logs of the residue frequencies of s (Fig. 3b) . This score is used to calculate the position frequency objective o pf (s) using (3). The target score t is set to the maximum possible pf for the given number of mutations m, which means that t differs per design. This is done to render the weight of this objective similar for different numbers of mutations. The distance d is set to the distance between the target and the wild-type position frequency score.
Amino acid composition objectives o aa (s), 8aa [ A optimizes for an amino acid composition close to the average composition of proteins in S high . The goal is to prevent the repeated selection of certain mutations, which could result in a skewed amino acid composition. For a given amino acid, this objective takes the relative frequency of occurrence of the amino acid as score. Target scores t are set to the mean frequency of occurrence of the amino acids in the S high proteins; d is set to five times the standard deviation (Fig. 3c ). This setting was based on test designs, aiming for the objective to start to have an effect for designs with relatively many mutations (m . 10, Supplementary Fig. S3 ), for which the risk of a skewed amino acid composition becomes more relevant.
The fitness function f fit was optimized using a genetic algorithm (see Supplementary Methods for details). The population size and the number of generations were set to 1000 for all designs. The best result of 20 runs (redesign with highest fitness score) was selected for the redesigns with five mutations; the best result of 50 runs was selected for the designs with more than five mutations.
Structure models and structural alignment
Structure models were predicted for proteins excluding the predicted signal peptide using the I-TASSER web-server (Roy et al., 2010) . To improve confidence in model accuracy, proteins will only be considered for design if a structure with sequence identity i . 0.3 and coverage c . 0.9 was present in the Protein Data Base. Also, predicted structure models will only be considered for redesign if their by I-TASSER predicted TM-score exceed 0.5, indicating a correct topology. For comparing redesigns with their paralogs, TMAlign (Version 2012-01-24) was employed for structural alignment (Zhang and Skolnick, 2005) , obtaining the fraction of aligned residues that are identical as a similarity measure.
Fixed residues
The I-TASSER output also provides ligand-binding residues as predicted using COFACTOR (Roy et al., 2011) . Only binding residues predicted with confidence score C . 0.5 and binding site score BS . 1.1, indicating a good local match with a template binding site, were accepted. Predicted ligandbinding residues were fixed, i.e. no mutations were allowed at these positions. PyMol (Schrödinger, 2010 ) was used to determine which residues reside within 8 Å of any of the ligandbinding residues, by selecting all residues that have an atom within 8 Å distance from an atom in a ligand-binding residue; these residues were fixed as well. The fixed (near) ligandbinding residues in the esterase (An08g11860) are shown in orange in Fig. 3e . Accessible surface areas (ASAs) of all residues in a predicted structure were calculated. Relative ASAs were obtained by scaling for the extended states of Ala-X-Ala for every residue X. Residues with relative ASAs ,5% were considered buried and therefore fixed. The fixed buried residues in the esterase are shown in gray in Fig. 3e .
Experimental setup
Protein sequences were codon optimized using the method described in Roubos and van Peij (2008) . The same as with setting up the learning data set, a protease-and amylase-reduced A. niger strain was used as host for protein over-expression and a standard expression unit was used for targeted integration of desired genes between the host-own glucoamylase promoter and terminator elements in a proprietary E. coli vector (van Dijck et al., 2003) . In this case, the resulting enzyme concentrations were measured quantitatively using qSDS-PAGE (see Supplementary Methods for details). For determining inulinase activity, a standard endo-fructanase assay using azo-fructan as substrate (Megazyme assay kit S-AZFRXOI 11/99) was used. Details about the esterase activity measurements are given in the Supplementary Methods.
Results
Two redesigned enzymes
To demonstrate our method, we redesigned two enzymes (see Table S1 ): an esterase (An08g11860) and an inulinase (An11g03200). The redesigns were tested in the laboratory for improved production levels. Both enzymes are expected to be secreted into the extracellular medium: they have a predicted signal peptide, lack predicted transmembrane helices and are predicted to be extracellular. However, previous work did not yield measurable extracellular concentrations for these enzymes after over-expression (van den Berg et al., 2012) , i.e. both enzymes are in S low . These enzymes were selected because (i) their classification outcomes (0.42 and 0.51, respectively) are lower than the target classification outcome (1.10), which leaves room for optimization, and (ii) accurately predicted structure models are available for both, which enabled us to fix buried and active residues. Additionally, these two enzymes were of particular interest because of available paralogs in S high , which enabled in silico validation by comparing redesigned low-level enzymes with their high-level paralogs. To avoid a bias, these paralogs were not used during the redesign process, which means that they were removed from S high and from the multiple sequence alignment with similar proteins.
In our redesign, we can decide on the number of mutations m allowed, enabling variation between conservative redesigns with just a few mutations, and liberal ones containing many. To study the influence of the number of mutations, fitness scores-a score that indicates how well a redesign fits our desires-were obtained for redesigns in the range m ¼ 1,2,. . .,88 and plotted against m (Supplementary Fig. S2 ). The point where the fitness score saturates was taken as the maximum number of mutations: 45 for the esterase, 30 for the inulinase. Using uniform sampling, esterase redesigns with m ¼ 15, 30, 45 mutations were created and inulinase redesigns with m ¼ 10, 20, 30 mutations. To test the effect of only a few mutations, an additional redesign with m ¼ 5 mutations was created for both the enzymes. Sensitivity of the redesigns to the choice of the parameters d was assessed for the inulinase by varying these by +20%. The resulting redesigns show only limited variation in the selected mutations ( Supplementary Figs. S9-S11 ). For wet lab testing, all redesigns were translated into DNA, codon-optimized (Roubos and van Peij, 2008) and expressed in A. niger.
Increased similarity compared with high-level paralogs
To verify whether our redesigns resembled known high-level produced paralogs, we calculated sequence identity, i.e. the fraction of identical residues in a structural alignment. The esterase was compared with hydrolase An16g08870, and the inulinase was compared with exo-inulinase An12g08280. Results are given in Table S3 . In general, redesigning increased the similarity to known high-level produced proteins, but not by much. The initial identity between the esterase and An16g08870 was 40.0%. As about half of the mutations in the esterase resulted in the amino acids present in An16g08870, sequence identity increased up to 44.5% for the redesign with 45 mutations. On the other hand, up to five identical residues were lost for the redesigns with more than five mutations ( Supplementary  Fig. S4b ). The initial inulinase and An12g08280 were 32.6% identical, increasing up to 34.0% for the redesigns. For the conservative redesigns (m ¼ 5, 10), half of the residues changed into amino acids identical to those in An12g08280. Fewer identical residues were gained for the more liberal redesigns (m ¼ 20, 30) . In contrast to the esterase, no identical residues were lost for any of the redesigns (Supplementary Fig. S4b ).
10-Fold production increase with retained activity
Redesigns were tested in triplo for improved extracellular concentrations after over-expression in A. niger. A wild-type and codon-optimized version was tested as reference. The resulting extracellular concentrations are shown in Fig. 4 ; original qSDS-PAGE results are shown in Supplementary Figs S7 and S8. Concentrations obtained for the wild types were lower than the detection limit in previous work (van den Berg et al., 2012) , confirming that both enzymes are in S low . The codon-optimized version resulted in slightly higher concentrations of up to 0.1 mg/ml, i.e. both enzymes were secreted. For the esterase, a redesign with five mutations resulted in a 10Â concentration increase, whereas redesigns with more than five mutations gave no measurable concentrations. For the inulinase, the redesign with five mutations gave a 5Â concentration increase, and redesigns with 10 and 20 mutations gave a 10Â concentration increase. Only the redesign with 30 mutations failed.
Our method aims for improved production levels, and although constraining mutations to residues away from the active site lowers the risk of affecting enzymatic activity, retained activity is of course not guaranteed. Therefore, redesigns were also tested for retained enzymatic activity. Resulting activities for each inulinase sample are plotted against the corresponding protein concentration for each sample in Fig. 5 . High correlation (r ¼ 0.96) between concentration and activity can be observed for the redesigns with 5 and 10 mutations, confirming retained activity. Lower activities with respect to the observed protein concentration for the redesign with 20 mutations indicate affected activity for this redesign. Based on the closest biochemically characterized similar protein, the esterase was expected to accept tributyrin as substrate (Bourne et al., 2004) , but no activities were observed for any of the samples using a lipase plate assay, including the wild-type and codon optimized version. Additionally, spectrophotometric determination of lipase activity using p-nitrophenyl palmitate as substrate and the determination of the esterase activity using pNP-butyrate as substrate did not yield any activity. Therefore, it was not possible to test for retained activity for the esterase redesigns.
Discussion
All redesigned enzymes more closely resembled high-level produced paralogs in terms of sequence similarity, even though these paralogs were not used by the redesign method in any way, i.e. there is no bias in the method to modify the sequence in that direction. This suggests that protein redesign by learning is able to generalize well, and that sequence characteristics are identified which correlate with naturally occurring high-level produced proteins. Experimental results confirmed that our redesign method can indeed be successfully applied to improve production levels. While too liberal redesigns failed, it was possible to obtain concentration increases of up to 10Â by only 5 -20 mutations.
Understanding the relation between improved production and the underlying biology is difficult, since protein production and secretion involves many steps, all of which may influence the obtained extracellular concentrations. It cannot be excluded that the amino acid substitutions affect transcription and translation and thereby influence protein production. However, the large effect with only few mutations (10Â increase given five mutations) indicates that the main effect is not due to changing transcription or translation rates, but most likely due to post-translational effects in the secretion pathway. Interestingly, we observed an increase in the number of potential N-glycosylation sites in our redesigns, due to the introduction of asparagines (Table S4 ). With only a single exception, all mutations to asparagine in the inulinase redesigns introduce a new N-glycosylation pattern. N-Glycosylation is a post-translational process that attaches glycans to asparagine side chains. Although details are unclear, these glycans are thought to play a role in protein folding and quality control (Helenius and Aebi, 2001 ). Introduction and modification of N-glycosylation sites has resulted in improved secretion and production before (Sagt et al., 2000; van den Brink et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2009) . However, this is not the whole story, as the inulinase redesign with five mutations did not introduce any new N-glycosylation pattern and still resulted in a 5Â concentration increase, indicating effects of additional mechanisms.
For the esterase, only five mutations sufficed for a 10Â concentration increase. Redesigns with more than five mutations did not result in measurable extracellular concentrations, indicating that some mutations may have adversely affected protein folding or transport. Most likely, proper folding is hampered which usually leads to intracellular clearance by proteolysis. Pinpointing the responsible mutations is difficult because we independently generate redesigns for different numbers of mutations, i.e. a redesign with five mutations is not used as the starting point for a redesign with 10 mutations. We chose for this strategy because in our method, the best five mutations are not necessarily all part of the best 10. However, six positions (71, 119, 162, 284, 322 and 473) were untouched in the redesign with five mutations but mutated in each of the other redesigns ( Supplementary Fig. S6 ). This may indicate a relation to the loss of production. Moreover, in all redesigns with more than five mutations one or more prolines were substituted, increasing conformational entropy. Since no prolines were substituted in any of the successful inulinase redesigns, these mutations are potential suspects as well.
The inulinase redesigns were successful as well, resulting in improved concentrations for the redesigns with up to 20 mutations. The unsuccessful redesign with 30 mutations carries 14 mutated positions that are unique with respect to any other redesign (Fig. 6 ), indicating that they may be related to the affected production. Given its proximity to the ( predicted) signal peptide cleavage site, the mutation at Position 1 in particular is a potential suspect, possibly affecting translocation to the endoplasmic reticulum.
In conclusion, we were able to learn how to redesign proteins from a set of example proteins that showed the desired behavior. Using this approach, we were able to successfully increase extracellular enzyme concentrations of up to 10Â by altering the amino acid composition of a protein. The proposed methodology has great potential for improving production rates of other enzymes, possibly also in other organisms after constructing an organism-specific classifier. While we applied the approach here to improve enzyme production, the methodology itself is generic: given a set of example proteins and measured properties, sequences can be redesigned to achieve certain redesign goals.
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